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1. INTRODUOTI~N 

For a connected semisimple Lie group G with finite center, the discrete 
series representations play a central role in the decomposition of the 
regular representation on L,(G). Similarly, the space ‘W(G) of cusp forms, 
which is spanned by the K-finite matrix coefficients of discrete series 
representations, is crucial in describing the Schwartz space V(G). 

For G an arbitrary connected semisimple Lie group, the relative discrete 
series plays a role analogous to that of the discrete series in decomposing 
L,(G). See [3,4,9]. However, when G has infinite center the matrix coef- 
ficients of the relative discrete series are not Schwartz class. In this case the 
relative discrete series forms continuous families of representations, and it 
is necessary to form wave packets of matrix coefficients along the con- 
tinuous parameter, analogous to those defined by Harish-Chandra for prin- 
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2 HERB AND WOLF 

cipal series representations, to obtain Schwartz class functions, In this 
paper we construct these wave packets for holomorphic relative discrete 
series of the simply connected, simple Lie groups of hermitian type and 
show that they are Schwartz functions, in fact, cusp forms. 

Suppose G is a connected, simply connected, simple Lie group of her- 
mitian type, K a maximal compactly embedded subgroup. The 
holomorphic discrete series of G are parametrized by certain irreducible 
unitary representations x E K The representation rrX of G corresponding to 
(x, V,) can be realized on the space of holomorphic sections of the vector 
bundle V,=G xK V,. There is an extension of x to a function 
x: G + GL( V,) so that holomorphic sections f of V, are in bijective 
correspondence to holomorphic functions F: G/K + V, via 

f(g) = x(g)-’ FM), geG. (1.1) 

Now K = [K, K] x Zi, where 20, is a one-dimensional real vector group, 
so that the representations of K form one-parameter families of the form 
x,, = x0 @ ehv, h E R, where e” is a nontrivial character of 20,. We choose x0 
and ey so that the xh correspond to holomorphic discrete series represen- 
tations of G for h > 0. Now given a K-finite holomorphic function 
F: G/K -+ Vzo, we can define a one-parameter family of K-finite sections of 
the bundles V,, by 

fh(g) = Xhk-’ %KL geG, h>O. (1.2) 

Given two such one-parameter families of sections fh and fi, we form a 
one-parameter family of K-finite matrix coefficients for the representations 
=h= nxh by 

d/t(g)= (nh(g)fh,fk), geG, h>O. (1.3) 

Finally, given c1 EV(R+), a suitable space of smooth functions on 
R+ = (0, co) which are rapidly decreasing at both 0 and co, we define 

gEG. (1.4) 

These are the wave packets of matrix coefficients. We show that they are in 
the Schwartz space V(G) of rapidly decreasing functions on G defined in 
[4] and that they are in fact cusp forms in the sense of Harish-Chandra. 

Write G = KAK in its Cartan decomposition. Standard growth estimates 
for discrete series matrix coefficients were extended to our situation in [4] 
to show that any K-finite matrix coetlicient of a relative discrete series 
representation is rapidly decreasing along A. However, since K is not com- 
pact, and in fact contains a direct factor Z%r R, this does not imply that 
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they are rapidly decreasing on G. In fact, any such matrix coefficient trans- 
forms by a unitary character along the infinite cyclic group Z = ZG n ZO, of 
integral points in ZO, so that it cannot vanish at infinity along PK. 

In order to show that the wave packets 4, defined in (1.4) are rapidly 
decreasing on G it is necessary to estimate 4,,(u) and all its derivatives with 
respect to h as functions of both a E A and h > 0. This cannot be done with 
the standard estimates obtained from the differential equations satisfied by 
~$,,(a) since they give no information on how the solutions grow as h goes 
to infinity. Instead we compute directly and obtain a formula 
(Theorem 5.1) for #h(u) which shows the dependence on h explicitly, 
modulo a term which is polynomial in h. Using this formula it is easy to 
obtain the necessary estimates. Important motivation for these results was 
provided by the explicit formulas for discrete series matrix coefficients for 
the universal covering group of X(2, R) obtained by Sally in [6]. 

In a second paper we define wave packets for the non-holomorphic 
relative discrete series. There we do not have explicit formulas for the one- 
parameter families of K-finite matrix coelicients ~,Jx). However, the 
parameter h lies in a bounded interval, and we are able to use the theory of 
asymptotics coming from the differential equations to obtain estimates that 
are uniform in the parameter h. It is interesting that, to handle the entire 
relative discrete series, we need both the theory of asymptotics for the non- 
holomorphic case, where explicit formulas are not available, and the 
explicit formulas for the holomorphic case, where we must control growth 
at infinity. In that second paper we also prove that finite sums of wave 
packets obtained in these two ways form a dense subspace of the space of 
cusp forms. 

In Section 2 we describe the holomorphic trivialization of the bundles V, 
corresponding to holomorphic relative discrete series. We also define a 
holomorphic local group containing G which plays the role that the com- 
plexilication G, of a real linear group G, plays in the standard theory of 
holomorphic discrete series. The main results for this local group are sum- 
marized in Theorem 2.17. 

In Section 3 we organize the holomorphic relative discrete series into 
one-parameter families and work out explicit formulas for the one- 
parameter families of K-finite sections. 

In Section 4 we discuss the global and relative Schwartz spaces for G, 
and the corresponding spaces of cusp forms. 

The main results of Section 5 are Theorem 5.1, which gives a formula for 
the matrix coefficients, and its corollary, which gives the estimates 
necessary to form wave packets. 

In Section 6 we illustrate the results of Section 5 when G is the universal 
covering group of SU( 1, 1). The reader may prefer to read Section 6 before 
Section 5. 
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Finally, in Section 7 we define our wave packets and prove that they are 
Schwartz functions and cusp forms. These results are stated in Theorem 7.3. 

2. BOUNDED SYMMETRIC DOMAINS 

In this section we study an irreducible bounded symmetric domain D as 
homogeneous space G/K of the universal cover of its analytic 
automorphism group. We recall the Harish-Chandra embedding and factor 
of automorphy for D, based on certain structural facts 

GRcP+KcP-cGc 

for a linear quotient group of G, and lift this picture up to G itself. The 
analogous structural basis 

is given in Theorem 2.17. The technical point here is that G does not have a 
complexilication per se. This problem is met by introducing a holomorphic 
local group structure on the universal cover P, R,P- of P, KcPp. 

Of course we depend very much on the fundamental results of Harish- 
Chandra [0, 1] for the holomorphic discrete series. But our approach and 
objective are rather different. 

G is a connected, simply connected, simple Lie group of hermitian type. 
Fix a Cartan involution 0; so the fixed point set K = Ge is a maximal com- 
pactly embedded subgroup of G, and its center Z, is the direct product of a 
finite abelian group with a one-dimensional real vector group ZO,. We write 
g, I and jK for the corresponding real Lie algebras. 

Since G is of hermitian type, K is the centralizer of ZO,, and in particular 
G has a Cartan subgroup Tc K. Note that T and K are connected, 
K=[K,K]xZiand T={Tn[K,K]}xZO,. 

The root system @= @(SC, t,-) has a positive subsystem @+ with the 
following properties. Let g = f + p, + 1 eigenspaces of 0, as usual, and call a 
root y E CD compact if the root space gr c fc, noncompact if gr c pc. Then 
there is a unique noncompact simple root, say CQ, and pc = p + + p- , 
where p* is the sum of the root spaces for roots in which the coefficient 
(when the root is expressed as a linear combination of simple roots) of a0 is 
+ 1. This corresponds to the choice of invariant complex structure on G/K 
such that p+ represents the holomorphic tangent space. 

We need to see this complex structure directly. Let Gc denote the con- 
nected simply connected complex Lie group for gc. Let GR, K,, Kc, P, 
and Pp denote the analytic subgroups for g, I, f,, p + and p _ . Then 
X= G, JK,P- is a complex flag manifold. Let q: G -+ G, denote the 
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(universal) covering induced by g 4 ge. Then K = q- ‘( KR), q: K + KR is a 
covering, GR c P, K,P- and GR n (K,P-) = KR; so G/K= GR/KR is an 
open G,-orbit in X. That is the “Bore1 embedding.” Furthermore, define 

i~:P,Kcp-+~+, p.:P,K,P--,P., 2: P, K,P_ -+ Kc 

(2.la) 
by 

x=p+(x).K(x).p-(X) and p+(x)=expi.(x). (2.lb) 

We frequently write c(x) for i+(x). If g E G we also write 5 *(g) for 
~,(qkN~ p&) for p&(d), and W for Wd). 

i:G+p+ induces a holomorphic diffeomorphism of G/K onto a 
bounded domain D in the complex vector space p+ . That is the “Harish- 
Chandra embedding.” 

EXAMPLE 2.2. Let GR = SU(m, n). It consists of all block form matrices 
(y $) of determinant 1 such that UY* =XV*, UU* -XX* = Z,,, and 
VV*-YY*=I,,. Here G,cP+K,P_ is given by 

so if q(g)= ( $’ f) then c(g) can be identified with Z= XV’ in the space of 
all complex m x n matrices. This identifies D with 

{ZECmx”: zm-zz*~o}= {ZEC’~x”:z,-z*ZBo} 

with the action of SU(m, n) given by 

U ( “) y v :Z-,(UZ+X)(YZ+ v)-’ 

The factor of automorphy is given by 

qg)=(; ;)=(“-“o”-ly “v). 

One can check that c(g) and E(g) are related by 1, - ZZ* = AA* and 
I,--Z*Z= (HI*)-‘. (End ofexample.) 

Let qK: & + Kc denote the universal covering group. We may view & 
as the complexification of K, and then qK I K= q I K. Since G is simply 
connected, E: G -+ Kc has a unique lift 

Ic: G-J& such that K IK: Kc; Kc, (2.3) 
K is the universal factor of automorphy. Compare Tirao [7, p. 641. 
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Fix a (necessarily finite dimensional) irreducible unitary representation 
x E g. V = V, denotes the representation space, and 

V=V,=G x.V-+GIK 

is the associated homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle. Here G x K V is 
G x V modulo the relation (gk, x(k) u) N (g, v), so sections correspond to 
functions f: G + V such that f(gk) = x(k)-’ .f(g). The section is 
holomorphic just when the right derivatives f( g; <) = 0 for all 5 E p _ . This 
means that 

f lo {f(g.exp(tr,))+ifg.exp(tt;,))) =O 

where <=?j,+irz with 5i,12Eg. 
The universal factor of automorphy defines the factor of automorphy for 

V, -+ G/K as follows. First extend x to a holomorphic representation 
x: & -P GL( V,) of the complexification of K. Now define a function (not, 
of course, a representation) 

x: G -+ GL( V,,) by x(g) = x(dg)). (2.4) 

That is the factor of automorphy. Note that x(k), k~ K, retains its original 
meaning, because I = k. It gives a holomorphic trivialization of 
V, -+ G/K as follows. The functions F: G/K + V, are in G-equivariant 
correspondence with the sections f of V, -+ G/K by 

fk)=xk-'+'kK). (2.5) 

Since K normalizes p _, f is a holomorphic section if and only if F is a 
holomorphic function. 

We now lift the local group structure of the dense open subset P + Kc P ~ 
in Go, to a local group structure on its universal cover, which we think of 
as P, &P- This will be a key tool in our analysis of matrix coefficients. 
The result we need is Theorem 2.17 below. 

The map p+xK,xp~~P+K,P-, given by (C,k,rl)+exp(5). 
k. exp(v), is a holomorphic diffeomorphism. As KC is simply connected, 

~=(lxq,xl):P+x&xP~+P+K& (2.6) 

is the universal covering space. It locally is a holomorphic diffeomorphism. 

LEMMA 2.7. Let x,~EP,K~P-. Then x~EP,K~P- if and only if 
P-(X).P+(Y)EP+KcP-. 

Proof: Write xy=p+(x).rC(x).p-(x).p+(y).rl(y).p-(y). It is in 
P+K,P_ if and only if K(x).p-(x).p+(y).+?(y)~P+K~P~. Write the 
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latter as Ad(K(x)){p-(x)*p+(y)}.K(x)=K(y). As Ad(Kc){P+KcG-2; 
P+K,P~,andP+K,P~K,=P+KcP~,ourassertionfollows. . . . 

Lemma 2.7 describes the local group structure. Note that Gn, P,, KC 
and P_ are subgroups, and that KC normalizes P, and P- within 
P + KC P- . See Lemmas 2.11 and 2.14 below. 

Write - for conjugation of gc over g, Gc over GR. It interchanges p + 
and p-, P, andP_. 

LEMMA 2.8. The bounded symmetric domain 

D=({~p+:g~exp(r).K,P-forsomeg~G,} 

has complex conjugate 

D= {q~p-:g~P+Kc.exp(q)for somegEGR}. 

ProoJ Let t={+(g), gEGR. Theng-‘=g=EG, and [= -[-(g?). 
Note -D= Dsince D=Ad(ZO,) D= (e’@D: %real). Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 2.9. If <, 5’ E D then exp([) exp(5’) E P + KC P- . 

Proof Let g, g’EGR such that r=<-(g) and t’=[+(g’). As 
gg’EGRCP+KcP-, Lemma2.7 says that exp([)exp([‘)EP+K,P_. 

Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 2.10. Let (5, 5’) = - (5, p), the positive definite hermitian form 
on gC invariant by the compact real form gU = f + ip, where q I+ % = %(ij) is 
conjugation of gc over g,,. Relative to ( , ), choose orthonormal bases 
{L..., L> of P+, {v1,..., ye,} c f of &-, and {f, ,..., [“} of p _ . Write block 

form matrices for this basis of gC. If 5 E p f, then there is an n x m matrix Z 
such that 

and 

where 2 means the complex conjugate of Z. 

Proof Note that 

and 

for some n x m matrices Z, W and m x n matrices Z’, IV’.= Now 
ad([) qi = C .z&, implies ad([)qi=ad(<)qi=Cq[j= --Cqtr,, so 
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w= -z. Similarly W’= -z’. Check ad(l)* = ad([) so that 
(ad([) &, vi) = ([j, ad([) vi), i.e., W= ‘z’. That does it. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 2.11. Let 5, 5’ E p + , say 

and 

in the notation of Lemma 2.10. Then exp([) * exp(<‘) E P, K, P- if and only 
if the n x n matrix @. ‘z. 2’ . ‘Z’ + z. ‘2’ + I is invertible. 

Proof. It suffices to prove that Ad(exp([)) + Ad(exp({‘)) E Ad(P+ ) * 
Ad( Kc). Ad(P- ) if and only if 42. ‘2. Z’ . ‘Z’ + Z* ‘Z’ + I is invertible, 
where Ad means Ad,, in every instance. To see this, we check that the 
conditions 

(a) exp(<)+exp(r’)E P, K,P-, and 
(b) Ad(exp(f)).Ad(exp(S’))EAd(P+)*Ad(K,-).Ad(P-) 

are equivalent. Clearly (a) implies (b). For the converse it suffices to show 
that Kc contains the kernel of Ad, which is the center of Gc. As Kc P- is a 
maximal parabolic subgroup of Go, Kc is the G,-centralizer of the circle 
group exp,&,), and thus contains the center of Gc. Now (a) and (b) are 
equivalent. 

Compute 

Ad(exp [). Ad(exp <‘) 

= 

i 

,; “I q” 7 -yq 

-pz -2 1 0 0 

I Z’ -42’. ‘Z’ 

= 

i 
‘2 ‘Z.Z’+Z -yz.z’.‘z’-‘z’ . 

-g. ‘2 -g. ‘Z.Z’-Z @. ‘2.Z’. ‘z’+Z. ‘z’+I 1 

This is in Ad( P, K, P- ) if and only if it has expression 

ii; -!y)(~ ; I,(-+Gy j ;) 

A+ UB’P+$U*‘U* P.‘P UB+$U*WCP 
= B. ‘v+$‘u. C. p. ‘v B+‘UCP 

-p. ‘p -cP 
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If it has that expression, then 

C=Ad(lZ’((exp[)(expt’))) Ip- =bZ.‘Z.Z’.‘Z’+Z-*Z’+Z 

is invertible. Conversely, if the latter is invertible, we solve for U and V, 
then B, and finally A. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 2.12. Let 5, 5’ E p + . Suppose that there exists r > 0 such that 
<ErD and t’~(l/r)D. Then exp([).exp(<‘)EP+KcP-. 

Proof. (l/r) 5, r<’ E D, so Lemma 2.9 says that exp(( l/r) 0. exp(rl’) E 
P, KC P- , and now Lemma 2.11 says that 

is invertible. All the r’s cancel there, so Lemma 2.11 ensures that 
exp(<)*exp(5’)E P, K,P-. Q.E.D. 

We now define subsets of P, KC P- and P, x & x P_ by 

SZ={(x,y)~(P+K~P~)x(P+K,P~):3r>Owith~~(x)~rd 

andi+(y)E(llr)DJ; (2.13a) 

W=(qxq)-‘(52). (2.13b) 

LEMMA 2.14. Zf (x, y) E Q then xy E P, KC P- . fi is simply connected 
and (4 x Q): h + 52 is the universal covering. 

Proof For the first assertion, combine Lemmas 2.7 and 2.12. 
Let u(t)= (al(t), a*(t)), 0~ t < 1, be a closed curve in s”l starting at 

&‘I), where ‘i=(l,l,l)~P+x&xP~. If Odu<l define a(u,t)= 
(gl(~, t), a,(u, t)), where 

For each U, t H cr(u, t) again is a closed curve in fi starting at (‘i, T). This 
gives a homotopy of the closed curve cr(. ) = a(0, . ) to the closed curve 
o(1;) in Rcx&, which is simply connected. Thus 0 is null-homotopic. 
Now d is simply connected. As 

is a covering and d is the inverse image of an open set, now (q x 4): d + a 
is the universal cover of Sz. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 2.15. View G as a subset of P + x K, x P _ under the injection 
p+x~xp-. Thenq[oisthecoveringq:G+G,andGxGcd. 

. Proof: The statement on 4 1 G follows from (2.3) and (2.6). D = c+(G) 
and d = c-(G) as a consequence of Lemma 2.8, so we have G x G c d. 

Q.E.D. 

Multiplication m: IR -+ P, K,P- is well defined by the first part of 
Lemma 2.14. In view of the rest of that lemma, there is a unique lift 

s;li &P,xK,xP- 

I 
4x4 4 

I 
l-2 --J.L P,K,P- 

(2.16) 

such that fi(i, i) = 1. 

THEOREM 2.17. (P + x KC x P_ , Ci) is a complex analytic local group, 
which we denote P + KC P_ . G is a closed real analytic subgroup of 
P+&P-, and P,, KC and P- are closed complex analytic subgroups. If 
p E P, and it E K, then Ep = p%, where p’ = Ad(q(jt)) . p. Finally, 

is the universal local group covering. 

Proof: Since fi is well defined, it must be given by lifting curves, as 
follows. If (2, 7) E d then there are curves {a,} fromi to 1 and { Jt ) from i 
to j such that { (1,,J,)} is a curve in d from (7, 1) to (2, j). Now fi(?Z, j) 
is the endpoint of the g-lift, starting at 1, of the curve { q(Z,). 4( j,)} in 52. 
In particular, fi restricts to the original group laws on G, P + , KC, P- , 
and the semidirect products & . P, . All are closed real analytic sub- 
manifolds, and all but G are complex submanifolds. The local group cover- 
ing statement follows as well. Q.E.D. 

We will need the local group result of Theorem 2.17 in order to avoid a 
monodromy problem in the proof of Lemma 5.4. That problem 
corresponds to the choice of a branch of the logarithm in the argument of 
Lemma 6.4. 

3. HOLOMORPHIC RELATIVE DISCRETE SERIES 

In this section we organize the holomorphic relative discrete series of G 
into one-parameter families along which we will later form our wave 
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packets. We work out explicit formulas for the K-finite vectors in these 
one-parameter families and obtain some estimates that will be needed to 
analyze the wave packets. 

Retain the set-up and notation of Section 2. In particular, x E R and V = 
G x K I/ -P G/K is the associated holomorphic homogeneous vector bundle. 

Since x is unitary, the libres of V --t G/K are Hilbert spaces, so a section f 
has well defined pointwise norm 11 f(g) 11 = ( (f(g), f(g) ) v)1’2. As usual, 
that gives a Hilbert space 

L,(G/K, V) = 
{ 

measurable sections f: j Ilf( g) 11’ d( gK) c co 
G/K I 

with global inner product CL f’> = CL .f’>GIK = jGIK <f(g), 
f’(g)) y d( gK) and norm 11 f 11 = 11 f II G,K = (f, f)‘12. G acts unitarily by 
(g . f)(x) = f( g-lx). The subspace 

H2( G/K, V) = holomorphic sections f: 1 1) f(g) II 2 d( gK) c co 
GIK 

is a closed subspace. A famous result of Harish-Chandra [ 1 ] says that 

H,(GIK,V)ZO~(~+P,~)<O (3.1) 

where 1 is the highest weight of x, p is the maximal root, and p is half the 
sum of the positive roots. When that condition holds, G acts on 
H,(G/K, V) by an irreducible unitary representation ‘II~, which is the 
holomorphic relative discrete series representation of Harish-Chandra 
parameter 1+ p. 

We organize the holomorphic relative discrete series into one-parameter 
families as follows. Define v E i3 g by 2(v, q,)/(q,, cr,)= -1, so v is the 
negative of the fundamental highest weight corresponding to the noncom- 
pact simple root q,. Given x E R with highest weight A, we set & = 1+ av 
and x0 = x @ eav, where a = 2 (A + p, p )/( p, p ). The longest element w0 of 
the Weyl group of K exchanges q, and p. See the discussion around (3.13) 
below. As wOv= v, now 2(v, p)/(p, p) = -1. Thus x0 has highest weight 
1, such that (Lo + p, ,u) = 0. Now 

xh = x0 0 ehv E &has highest weight 1, = 1, + hv, 

and x,, satisfies the conditions of (3.1) o h > 0. 
(3.2) 

Any xQeb” leads to the same one-parameter family {+: h >O}, so we 
could have avoided duplication by choosing x E [K, K] . Thus we have 
the holomorphic relative discrete series partitioned into one-parameter 
families { 7~~: h > 0}, where n,, = rcXh, as x ranges over [K, K] *. Here B,, has 
Harish-Chandra parameter 1, + p = 1, + hv + p. 
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Harish-Chandra proved (3.1) in [ 1 ] by a method that amounts to use of 
the holomorphic trivialization of (2.4), carrying the pointwise norm fromf 
to F. He noted that F is K-linite just when it is polynomial and showed that 
if some polynomial F is L2 then the constant functions F are L,. Going 
back, now, this shows that if (3.1) holds then every K-finite holomorphic 
section of V + G/K is square integrable. So we take a close look at K-finite 
sections. 

Let U be a finite-dimensional K-invariant space of sections of V + G/K, 
let f E U, and let {fi} be any basis of U. Fix an abstract K-module W 
isomorphic to U. Let WE W correspond to f, let { wi> be the basis 
corresponding to {fi}, and let {w,?} be the dual basis of W*. Then 

f(k) = c <k-‘w, wr > h(g) (3.3) 

for all kEK and gEG. For f(kg)=[k-‘.f](g) and k-‘w= 
C (k-‘w, w:)wi. 

In (3.3) if we start with a K-finite sectionf, we may take U=%(l)f: In 
particular, if f is holomorphic we may assume that the fi are holomorphic. 

Write @(p + ) for the set { tl E @: ga t p + } of noncompact positive roots. 
Choose root vectors E, E ga, ~1 E @(p + ), such that (E,, 1,) = 1 where 
E, = E--a E g --;I results from conjugation of gc over g. The monomial 
complex valued functions on p + are the 

“qz:: n=(n,), (3.4) 

CI E @(p + ) and n, integers >O. Fix a basis { ub} of V consisting of weight 
vectors. Then the K-finite holomorphic functions G/K + V are the finite 
linear combinations of the 

Fn,b: gK++ k)” ub. (3Sa) 

Corresponding to this, the K-finite holomorphic sections of V + G/K are 
the finite linear combinations of the 

fn,b:gHi(g)nX(g)-l vb. (3.5b) 

Note that f,,b is a vector of weight /? - c n, . a, where /? is the weight of ab. 
Now fix a K-finite holomorphic function F = C C,,bF,,b: G/K + V. 

When we pass to the one-parameter family {x,,) c K, F corresponds to a 
one-parameter family of sections 

fh(g) =I C,,b6.(g)n it/t(g)-’ “b 

=e -h”(Kk)) c Cn.bik)n h(g)-’ ub (3.6) 
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of the respective bundles Vh + G/K. Here note that ub has weight /$, + hv 
relative to x,,, where fiO is its weight with respect to x0. 

In order to be more precise and to be able to estimate sections and coef- 
ficients, we need some information on the root structure and the Cartan 
decomposition G = KAK. 

Let r= {yl,..., y,} be a maximal strongly orthogonal subset of @(p + ) 
obtained by cascading down from the maximal root p: y1 = p and yj+ 1 is 
any root in @(p + ) maximal with respect to the condition yj+ 1 I {y 1 ,..., y,}. 
Let Ej E g,,, such that (Ej, Ej) = 1 and set Hi = [E,, Ej]. Define a to be the 
real span of the Xj = Ej + Ej and A = exp,(a). Then G = KAK. 

The “Cayley transform” element for G is c = exp,,(@ 1 Yj), where 
Yj=i(Ej-Ej)ep. If we split t=t++t-, where t+=r’ and it- is the 
span of the Hi, then Ad(c) fixes t + and carries it- to a. Thus 
Ad(c) f, n g = t + + a is a maximally split Cartan subalgebra of g. We use 
the positive a-root system @,’ consisting of all Ad(c) c( ) o such that c( E @ + 
and a 1 t - # 0. Write p,, for half the sum (with multiplicities) of the elements 
of @,“, so PO =Ad(c)pl,. 

The positive Weyl chamber is a + = {XE a: 6(X) > 0 for all 6 E @,’ }. Let 
g[yj] be the span of Ej, Ej and Hi. It is the Lie algebra of a subgroup 
Gc[yj] c Gc isomorphic to X42; C) under Ej ++ (g A), Ej c, (y g) and 
Hi ++ (A 0, ). Calculate in SL(2; C) 

Ad(ex+y -p b)))*(:, J)=(Y A) 
to see that Ad(c) Hi = Xi. We will need this for (3.15) below, where we see 
that 

a+ = CsjXj:s, > .” >s,>O 
i 1 

; 

then the form of the Cartan decomposition 
G=K.cl(A+)*K, A + = exp,( a + ) 

will be sufficiently precise so that we can make certain estimates. 
We look in GJT] = n Gc[rj] c Gc to compute the decomposition 

q(a) E exp(c(a)) . R(a). Pp for an element a E A. Note that 

exp (B 8) = (A tanF(s))( l’co~h(s) co&r))( tan;(s) i)’ 

It follows that, for a, = exp, C sjXj, 

((a,) = C tanh(sj) Ej 

and (3.7a) 
~(a,) ~’ = exp,, 1 log cosh(sj) Hi. 
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Lifting the curve tHexpG{tCsjXj} from P+K,P- to P+&P- as in 
Theorem 2.17, we conclude 

~(a,)-’ = expRc 1 log cosh(sj) Hj. (3.7b) 

Combine (3.5) and (3.7) to see that F,+(a,K) = 0 and &,(aS) = 0 if some 
n, > 0 for a $ r, and that if n, = 0 whenever c1$ r then 

F,,,(a,K) = { fl tanh(s,)*} vb, nj = nY,, 

fn,b(%) = {r-l 
I 

(3.8) 
tanh(sj)“, cosh(sj)‘<8,a)‘<Yf,Y,> u6 

where /I is the weight of vb. 
Combine (3.3) and (3.8). Thus f is a K-finite holomorphic section of 

V -, G/K say f=C cn,bfn,bp u is a finite-dimensional K-invariant space of 
holomorphic sections which contains all the fn,b involved in this expression 
of J and W is an abstract K-module isomorphic to U. We have WE W 
corresponding to f: We may assume that U has a basis of the form 
{fn,bL.hvd?. Let { w,,b} be the corresponding basis of W and (w&} the 
dual basis of W*. Then for k, k’ E K, 

f&,W = 1 (k-k w:b) xW-’ .f,,,b(%h 

flGN 
bcB 

(3.9) 

where N’ = {n E N: n, = 0 whenever a $ Z-‘}. 
Now combine (3.6) and (3.9). Thus we start with a K-finite F=C C,,bF,,b 

and it defines the one-parameter family of sections f,, of V, -+ G/K 
associated to x,, = x0 @ ehv E K. Here U, has basis consisting of the 

fh.n.6: g H e-h'(K(g)) fO,n,bkh neN, beB. (3.10a) 

Note, from (3.8), that 

fh,n,b(d = {n 
tanh(sj)“j coSh(~j)2(~h~y~)‘<~~~) 

where /Ih = f10 + hv is the weight of vb in xh = x0 0 ehv. The same vector 
space W supports the abstract K-modules isomorphic to U,,. If r,, denotes 
the action of K on W corresponding to U,, then using (3.3) one sees that 
z,, = z,, 0 ehv. Thus 

fdkak’) = c <Z,Ak)-‘w, wn*,,,> x,zW- ‘fh,n,b(a) 
IlEN 
bsB 

(3.11) 

where N’= {neN: n, =0 for a&r} 
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Finally, we put together some information on the growth properties of 
thef,,n,,, in regard to the parameter h and the highest weight & of x0. 

If 1 is the highest weight for K on V,, then every weight of K on V, has 
the form 

/? = A- (sum of compact positive roots). 

Since the compact roots vanish on jK, that gives 

e”(z) = e”(z) for z E ZO, and j? any weight of VX. (3.12) 

Recall the definition of VE i32: 2(v, or,)/(cr,, aO) = -1, where CI~ is the 
noncompact simple root. The longest element of the Weyl group W, 
exchanges cq, and the maximal root p = y,, and a subgroup of W, 
permutes the yi transitively. See [l, 5, 81. Thus 

so 

2(V,Yi) -1 
-= 

(Yit Yi> 
for lbi<l. 

Combine this with (3.7) to see that 

eh”(lc(a,)) = n cosh(sj)h. 

(3.13a) 

The Restricted Root Theorem of Harish-Chandra [l] and Moore [S] is 
usually formulated relative to a set r’ = {y;,..., y;} of strongly orthogonal 
roots where y; is the noncompact simple root and y:+ 1 is a lowest root in 
@(p + ) that is orthogonal to {y; ,..., yl}. The longest element of the Weyl 
group of K, the one that interchanges @(I)+ u @(p +) with 
( -G(f)+ } u @(p + ), interchanges P with our set r of strongly orthogonal 
roots. Thus, relative to r, the Restricted Root Theorem as stated in [S, 
p. 2851 says that restriction of roots, from t to the subspace t- such that 
it- is the span of the Hi, has the following property. 

Case 1. 
j<1}, and 

D is of tube type. Then rest(@) u (0) = f &fyi f $ yj: 1 <i, 

rest(@(f)+)u (O}= (0) u {+(yi-y,): 1 <i<j<l), 

rest(@(p+))u (O}= (0)~ {$(yi+yj): l<i<j<!}. 
(3.14a) 

58017311.2 
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Case 2. D is not of tube type. Then rest(@) u (0) = { + $ yi f $ yj, 4 yi: 
1 <i<j<l}, and 

rest(@(f)+)u (0) = (0) u {t(yi -y,): i<j} u {ty,}, 

rest(@(p+))u {O} = (0) U {+ (yi +Yj): ii j} u {fyi>. 
(3.14b) 

An immediate consequence is 

ifMe@+ ands, as, b ... (3.15a) 

Since Ad(c)H, = Xi, we also get 

a+ = csixi:s, >s* > ... >s,>o . (3.15b) 

The highest weight 2 for K on I’,, and an arbitrary weight /?, differ by a 
sum of compact positive roots. If s; > . . . s; 2 0 then (3.15a) gives 
l(CsjHi) 2 fl(C siHi). Use (3.15b) and take sl= log cosh(s,), where 
a, E cl(A+); then, using (3.7) -1(log rc(a,)) 2 -/?(log rc(a,)). So, 

CB(fc(a)) d e-“(K(a)) for all a E cl(A + ). (3.16) 

The condition (3.1) can be phrased (A + p, 7) < 0 for all y E @(p + ), 
in particular for y = y,. Now from (3.2), (1, + p, yi) Q 0. As above, 
if a, E cl(A + ), so log cosh(s,) > .. . > log cosh(s,) 2 0, we get 
(& + p)( - log 44) d 0, so 

eC(iO+p)(Ic(a)),< 1 for all a E cl( A + ). (3.17) 

Again using (3.7) and (3.15), we have 

@(K(a)) < 1 for aE@+ andaEcl(A+). (3.18a) 

In particular, 

@(K(a)) < 1 for aEcl(A+). (3.18b) 

4. RAPIDLY DECREASING FUNCTIONS 

We recently defined and studied the space of rapidly decreasing functions 
on a general semisimple Lie group [4]. In this section we recall some 
definitions and facts needed to form our wave packets. These are somewhat 
simplified from [4] because here we are dealing with a connected group. 

First, we normalize Haar measures. Let ZG denote the center of G and 
define Z = Z, n ZO,. Then K/Zr [K, K] x (Z”,/Z). Let HEAD be the 
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element such that ad(H) is f i on p*. Then the circle group 
ZO,Z= {zOZ}, ze = exp,(BH), as 8 runs from 0 to 271. Normalize Haar 
measures by 

so that 

s dk’= 1 and f d(zZ) = 1 
CK3K-J z”,Z 

I d(kZ) = 1 and 
KIZ 

f9,, 4W) 4zZ) = & j2n &zez) de. 
K 0 

Further normalize by 

j 
K 

4(k) dk = fK,z =Fz Wz) 4W 

Define D: A + R by 

D(a)=n Iez(a)-ee-a(u)(““, 
@Z 

m, = dim g.. 

Let da denote the euclidean measure on A, 

Then we normalize the invariant measure on G/K by 

fGi, 4(gK) 4gK) = jK,z s,+ #a) o(a) da 4W. 
Now we normalize Haar measures on G and G/Z by 

j-,z 4kZ) 4gZ) = I!, jK,z 4(&Z) 4kZ) 4gK) 
and 

This has no effect on the considerations in Section 3. 
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The first ingredient in the definition of rapidly decreasing function is a 
distance or norm, to keep track of polynomial growth. The Killing form of 
G defines the structure of riemannian symmetric space on G/K. Let D = 
l.KEGIKand define a: G+R+ by 

a(x) = distance(o, X(O)). (4.la) 

This is the norm used to define the relative Schwartz spaces V(G/Z, c), 
[EZ, which can be viewed as the direct integrands of the absolute 
Schwartz space Q?(G). As G is connected and K = [K, K] x ZO,, 

[K, K] is the group K” of [4, Lemma 6.31, 

ZO, is the group V of [4, Lemma 6.31, 

G is the group G” of [4, Lemma 6.31. 

Of course (z, k’, r) H zk’ exp,(c) is a diffeomorphism of ZO, x [K, K] x p 
onto G, and a(zk’ expJ<)) = Ij 5 I(. Define a norm IIzO II = 181, z0 = 
exp,(BH), on ZO,. Now define 5: G -+ R + by 

+k’ ev(l)) = II z II + II t /I for ZEZ~, k’E [K, K], top. (4.lb) 

Note that 

6(x) 2 a(x) for all x E G, and i?(a) = a(u) for SEA. 
(4.2a) 

Also, since k(o) = D in G/K, and since 

Ad(zk”)(z,k’ exp(r)) = z0 . Ad(k”)k’. exp(Ad(zk”)<) 

for z E ZO, and k’, k” E [K, K], we have 

a(kxk-‘) = a(x) and C(kxk-‘) = c?(x) for ke K. (4.2b) 

In addition, from [4, Sects. 2 and 61, if ki E K and kj E [K, K], then 

a(k,xk,) = a(x) and C(k;xk;) = c?(x); (4.2~) 

4-v) G a(x)+ a(y) and d(q) < 3(5(x) + qy)). (4.2d) 

The second ingredient in the definition of a rapidly decreasing function is 
a term to compensate for negative curvature on G/K or G/[K, K]. That is 
the zonal spherical function on G for 0 E a*, 

z(x) = JK,z e -o,(ff(kx)) d(kZ) (4.3) 
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where XE N. exp H(x). K with H(x) E a, for the Iwasawa decomposition 
G = NAK. Among the properties of 8 (see [2, Lemma 10.11 and [4, 2.5 
and 6.121) one finds 

3(a)-’ e-Pa(a) < 1 for aEcl(A+). (4.4) 

Let [EZ and P(G/Z, c)= {~-EC”(G): f(xz)=[(z)-‘f(x) for ZEZ, 
XEG}. If D,, D, E%(g) and PER, set 

D, if 1r.D~ =sup (1 +a(x))‘E(x)-’ If(D,;x; D2)1. 
XEG 

The relative Schwartz spaces on G are the 

@(G/Z, [) = {f~ Cm( G/Z, [): if r E R and 

DiE~!(g)thenD,Ifl,,,<oO}. 

As shown in [4, Theorems 2.7 and 2.81, 

C,S”(GIZ, i) c WG/Z i) = LAG/Z i) 

are continuous inclusions onto dense subspaces. 
Similarly, for f E P(G), set 

D, 11 f 1ir.D~ =sup (1 +r?(x))‘z(x)-’ If(D,;x; D,)I 
c E G 

The Schwartz space on G is 

W(G)= {f~P(G):ifr~Rand 

Di e@(g) then D, II f I/r,DZ < ~0 3. 

As shown in [4, Theorems 6.11 and 6.131, 

C,“(G) c 9?(G) c L,(G) 

(4Sa) 

(4.5b) 

(4.k) 

(4.6a) 

(4.6~) 

are continuous inclusions onto dense subspaces. The direct integral decom- 
position 

L,(G) = j L,(GIZ, 0 4 2 

is implemented by fi(x) =szf(xz) c(z) dz, say for f~ C,(G). In fact [4, 
Theorem 7.21, if f E W(G), then each fc E %‘(G/Z, [), and f -+ fr is a con- 
tinuous map from V(G) to %(G/Z, 5). 

If f E V(G) and if P’ = M’A’N’ is a parabolic subgroup of G, then we set 
f p(x) = jN, f (xn’) dn’. Th e integral converges absolutely, uniformly for x in 
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compact subsets of G. f is a cusp form if f p’ = 0 for all proper parabolic sub- 
groups P’ of G. The space of cusp forms, 

O%(G) = (f E S%‘(G): f is a cusp form} (4.7a) 

is a closed G-invariant subspace of g(G). 
Similarly, iff E V(G/Z, i), then fp’ converges absolutely uniformly for XZ 

in compact subsets of G/Z. We say that f is a relative cusp form if f p' = 0 
for all proper parabolic subgroups P’ of G. The space of relative cusp 
forms, 

‘V(G/Z, 5) = {f E V(G/Z, 0: f is a relative cusp form} (4.7b) 

is a closed G-invariant subspace of %(G/Z, 0. 

LEMMA 4.8. 
for all [E 2. 

Let f E%(G). Then f E’%(G) ifand only iffc E’%(G/Z, () 

ProoJ Let f E ‘V(G) and [E 2. Then fi E %?(G/Z, [), and 

(fJ’(x) = lJc(xO h’ = i, Jz ftxn’z) t’(z) dz dn’ 

= 
I s 
z i(z) N, f(xzn’) dn’ dz = (f “)&x) 

because Z centralizes N’ and all the integrals converge absolutely. If P’ is a 
proper parabolic subgroup of G, now f p’ = 0 implies (f,)” = 0, so fi is a 
relative cusp form. 

Conversely let fr E ‘%‘(G/Z, 0 for all c E Z. Then 

f p(x) = IN, f (xn’) dn’ = i, j2 f,(xn’) 4’ dn’ 

= J2 s,, fc(xn’) dn’ 4 = I2 (f,)” (x) 4, 

which vanishes, so f is a cusp form. Q.E.D. 

We understand the spaces of relative cusp forms. See [4, Corollary 5.7 
and Theorem 5.81. ‘V(G/Z, c) contains every T-finite element of 
%(G/Z, [). In particular, if rc E G is a relative discrete series representation, 
then every K-finite matrix coefficient of II is a relative cusp form. Moreover, 
if we denote 

%dis,,,(G/Z, c): closed subspace of @‘(G/Z, i) spanned by relative 
discrete series matrix coefficients, (4.9) 
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then ‘V(G/Z, 5) = ~~isc(G/Z, 5). In view of Lemma 4.8 one expects 
something similar for ‘W(G), This paper is a step toward proving the 
corresponding results for O%‘(G) and ~~%b,,(G). 

5. MATRIX COEFFICIENTS 

Let #h be a one-parameter family of matrix coefficients corresponding to 
K-finite sections of the bundles V, -+ G/K as in (1.3). In this section we will 
obtain a formula for d,,(u), a E cl(A +), which gives precise information 
about the asymptotic behavior of dh(u), and all its derivatives with respect 
to h, as a function of both a and h. The precise statement is as follows. 

THEOREM 5.1. For u~cl(A +), d,,(u) is a finite linear combination of 
terms of the form 

e-Vdu)) IA+ e -28”(~(~d D(a,) ~(a,, a, h) 6 

where /I,, = /IO + hv and /?;t = fib + hv are weights of xh, p(u, , a, h) is a 
polynomial in h of the form cyCo cj(u, , a) hj, where the coefficients cj(u, , a) 
are bounded for a, a, ~cl(A+), and D(u)=fl,.,; lea(u)-ee-“(u)lma, for 
UEA. 

COROLLARY 5.2. Let r 2 0 be an integer. Then there are a constant c, > 0 
and an integer m > 0 so that for all a E cl( A + ), h > 0, 

w+l) (1 +a(u))‘e-‘h+hY’(~(u)). 

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proofs of Theorem 5.1 
and Corollary 5.2. Let f,,, f ;, be one-parameter families of K-finite sections 
of V,, + G/K. For x E G, 

h(x)= (Jwfh~f&K= f (fh(x-'g),f;l(g))yd(gK) GIK 
= f I K,z A+ (fh(x-'ka),f~(ka)),D(a)dkdu. 

Now writing fh as a finite linear combination of monomials as in (3.6), and 
using (3.10b) and (3.11) to expand f$ we see that qSh(x) is a finite linear 
combination of terms of the form 

h,(~)=~~,~j~+ Ux-‘ka,)” (~Jk-%w*) 

x 61al)m e-p”(44)) <xh(x -‘ku,)-’ u, u) ,, D(q) dk da, (5.3) 
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where u, v E V are weight vectors of weights j3i = /?b + hv and Bh = /?,, + hv, 
respectively, for the action of x,, on V, n E N, m E N’, w E W corresponds to 
f;, under the action r,,, and w* E W* is a weight vector of weight 
--fiL + cj’=, mjy, for the action dual to rh. We want to show that for 
a E cl(A +), Il/,Ja) is a term of the form given in Theorem 5.1. 

LEMMA 5.4. Define t+b,, as in (5.3). Then for aEcl(A+), 

IClh(a)=epP*(K(a)) jrKKl jA+ <hW’) w,w*> 

x [(a,)” ec28”(lc(a,)) D(a,) Z,(a, a,, k) dk da, 

where 

I,(a,a,,k)=&-jine- “““[(us’ exp(e’@[(ka,)))” 

and 

Proof: Decompose K/Z as [K, K] x ZO,/Z and write zO = exp(BH) 
(s,(z,‘k-‘)w, w*) = as in Section 4. Now for kE [K, K], 

eaipz”‘~y$zS) (z,(k-‘) w, w*) since w* has weight -& +C mjy,i. Now 
eP”(zs) =ei.‘(zg) by (3.12) since Lh is the highest weight of x,,, and 
epZmP/(zs) = eeiMe since y(H) = i for all y E @(p + ). 

View G as a subgroup of P + &P- as in (2.17). We can decompose 
ka, =exp(i(ka,)) krc(a,) P-(a,). Then 

z,ka, = exp(e”[(kal)) z@kic(u,) p..(a,) 

since ad z,E = e’“E for all E E p + . Thus 

[(a-‘z,ka,) = [(a-’ exp(e’@[(ku,))) 

and 

~(a-‘z,ka,) = K(K(U) p-(a-‘) exp(e”[(kul)) z,kK(u,)) 

= K(U) K(P~(u-‘) exp(eie[(kul))) z,krc(u,). 
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so 

<XhWIZ&wlK U>” 

=e -Yzo) ~(P-(u-‘) exp(eisWl)))-’ xAa)-‘u, xh(k) x,(a,)-‘u) v 

since ~,,(a,)* = ~~(a,) and xh(k)* = x,Jk)-‘. But XJu)-‘u = eCPh(k-(u))u 
and X,,(u,)-‘u = e-p”(k-(a,))u. Q.E.D. 

To complete the proof of Theorem 5.1 we need to show that 
jCK,K7 (rO(kP1)w, w*) [(a,)” I,(u, a,, k) dk is a polynomial in h with 
bounded coefficients. To do this we will evaluate the integral Z,,(u, a,, k) 
over Zo,jZ by making a change of variables s = eis and using residues at 
s = 0. Thus we rewrite 

I,,(a> a,, k)=+. j s-(““+‘)i(u~’ exp(s[(ku,)))” 
ISI = I 

x MP-(a-‘) exp(d(k~,)))-‘~, xh(k)u) v ds. (5.5) 

LEMMA 5.6. The function b(s) = b(s, a, a,, k) = [(a-’ exp(sc(ku,)))” is 
holomorphic in u neighborhood of 1 s 1 < 1. For any integer r B 0, (arb/asr). 
(0, a, a,, k) is boundedfor all a, u1 l cl(A+), kE [K, K]. 

Proof Write E = [(ku,). Then E is in the bounded domain D of p + so 
there is E>O so that SEED for all IsI <l +E. Thus for IsI cl+&, 
U -’ exp(sE) E P, &P- so that b(s) is defined. 

Recall that i(g)” = nls9(P +) i,(g)““, n, 2 0, where c,(g) denotes the 
coefficient of E, in c(g). It is enough to prove the lemma when b(s) = 
i,(a-’ exp(sE)), cc~@(p+). Then b(s)= -~,(u)+e’(~(u))~,(p-(a-‘). 
exp(sE)), where for u~cl(A+), using (3.7) and (3.18b), [,(a) and 
e?(lc(u)) are both bounded. Thus it is enough to look at b,(s)= 
[,(p-(a-‘) exp(sE)). Now SH p-(a-‘) exp(sE) is a holomorphic map 
from {s E C: 1 s 1 < 1 + E} into P, &P-. Further, the projection x + [Jx), 
c1 E @(p + ), is a holomorphic map from P + &P- to C. Thus b, is 
holomorphic for 1 s 1 < 1 + E. 

Let E, F denote arbitrary elements of cl(D). Then FE 26 and SE E 1 D for 
1.s ~4, so that as in (2.12), exp(F)exp(sE)EP+&P- for IsI<+. 

Define b’,(s, E, F) = <,(exp(P) exp(sE)) for JsI < f, E, FE cl(D). As 
above, b; is holomorphic for Is ) < + and continuous for E, FE cl(D). Thus 
b;(s, E, F) = C,EO cj(E, F)s’, where the coefficients are continuous 
functions of E, FE cl(D), hence bounded. But now for Is I < f, 
b,(s, a, a,, k)=b;(s, c+(ku,), i(a’)) so that (8b/M)(O, a, a,, k) = 
r! c,([+(ku,), (_(a-‘)) is bounded for all a, a, l cl(A+), ks [K, K]. 

Q.E.D. 
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We next want to prove a result similar to that of Lemma 5.6 for the 
function of s in (5.5) involving x,,. Thus we write 

a,a, ~cl(A+), kE [K, K]. 

LEMMA 5.8. The function B,,(S) is holomorphic in a neighborhood of 
IsI < 1. For any integer r 2 0, (c?‘B,/W)(O, a, a,, k) =cJCO cj(a, a,, k)hj is 
a polynomial of degree <r in h with coef$cients cj(a, a,, k) bounded for all 
a, a, E cl(A + ), k E [K, K]. 

Proof: Pick E>O so that sc(ka,)ED for ls( < 1 +E. Then [-(a-‘)~6 
and si(ka,)ED so that the product ~-(a-‘) exp(sc(ka,)) is defined in 
P+&P- for lsl < 1 +E, and as in (5.6), sHp_(a-‘)exp(s[(ka,)) is a 
holomorphic map from {s E C: ) s 1 < 1 + E} into P, Kc P- . But x H K(X) is 
a holomorphic map from P, &P- to Kc and xh is a holomorphic 
representation of R, so that the matrix coefficient Bh(s) is holomorphic for 
ISI < 1 +E. 

Let E, F be arbitrary elements of cl(D). For any kE [K, K], 
ad k(E) E cl(D) also, so, as in (5.6), we have the product 
exp(F)exp(s ad kE) defined in P, &P- for all (s\ ~4, E, F~cl(fJ). 
Define Bb(s, E, F, k) = (Xo(exp(F) exp(s ad kE))-‘u, Xo(k)u).. Bb is 
holomorphic for IsI < 4 and continuous for E, FEC~(D), kE [K, K]. Thus 
as in (5.6), for any r30, (cYB,/LJ~~)(O, a, a,, k) = (ZBb/W)(O, [+(a,), 
5-(a-‘), k) is bounded for all a, a, ~cl(A+), ke [K, K]. 

Now B,(s, a, a,, k) =e-h”(pp(a-l) exp(si(ka,))) B,(s, a, a,, k). By the 
above we may as well assume that x0 = 1 so that Bh(s, a, a,, k) = 
e-h”(p-(a-‘) exp(s[(ka,))). Since Kc = [K, K], exp((j,),), there is a 
holomorphic map from P+RCP- to C given by x + K=(X), where XE 
P+[K, K], exp(K,(x)H)P-. For E, Feel(D), IsI ~1, define K>(s, E, F)= 
kZ(exp(P) exp(sE)) and BL(s, E, F) = exp( -hv(H) K>(s, E, F)). Clearly K> 

and Bi are holomorphic for 1s ( < $ and continuous for E, FE cl(D). 
Further, any derivative (LYB;/M)(O, E, F) is a polynomial in h (of degree 
dr) and the derivatives (&K’Jc?s~)(O, E, F), 1 < j < r, since ic>(O, E, F) = 0. 
Thus (3B,/&‘)(O, a, a,, k) = (~r%,/W(O, rl+(ka,), i-(a-‘)) is a 
polynomial in h with coefficients bounded for all a, a, E cl(A + ), k E [K, K], 
as required. Q.E.D. 

Proof of Theorem 5.1. In the notation of (5.6) and (5.7), 

Inta,a,,k)=&~ S-(‘+‘+I) b(s) B,,(S) ds. 
ISI = 1 
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Using Lemmas 5.6 and 5.8, b and B, are holomorphic in a neighborhood 
of Isl<l. Thus we can evaluate I, by Z,(a,a,,k) = 
Residue,=,(s-‘“+ ‘) b(s) B,,(S)). Further, using the results of (5.6) and (5.8) 
regarding derivatives of b and B,, at s = 0, we know that this residue is a 
polynomial in h with coefficients bounded as functions of a, a, E cl(A + ) 
and k E [K, K]. Now it is clear from Lemma 5.4 that Theorem 5.1 is proved 
with 

P(w,h)=[ (z,(k-‘)w, w*) [(u,)“Z,(u, a,, k) dk. Q.E.D. 
CK.4 

Proof of Corofiury 5.2. By Theorem 5.1, qSh(u) is a finite linear com- 
bination of terms of the form 

where fib = /$, + hv, /?A = /?b + hv. For a, = exp(C{, 1 siXi), eehY(rc(a,)) = 
ni=, (coshsi)-” by (3.13b), so for a, l cl(A+), 

But clearly 

X ( h cash si cash* fi) -’ ~(a,, a,, h) da,. 
i= 1 

& ( fi cash si cash* q) -’ ~(a,, a,, h) 
,=I 

= ( h COsh Si cash* Ii)-” Pr(Ut, Us, h) 
i=l 

where ~~(a,, a,, h) = Cz=,, cJzO c~,~,,(u,, u,)(log ni cash si cash’ ti)j h“ is 
a polynomial in h and log ni cash sj cash* ti with coefficients satisfying 
suPa,,a, E ~I(A + ) I Cj,k,r( a,, a,) 1 < co. Thus for all a,, a, E cl(A +), 1 ~,(a,, a,, h)) 
< C,( 1 + A)“( 1 + xi log cash Si)‘( 1 + xi log cash fi)r, where we use C, 
generically to denote constants depending on r. Now 

I I 
Y& $J~(u,) < C,( 1 + h)” 

X e-2Bh(k-(u,)) D(q) r da,. 
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But e-fl*(K(a ))<e-(“Ofh’)(~(a )) using (3.16), since Ah is the highest 
weight of Xh,Sand xi log cash ii d &(a,). Thus to prove the corollary it 
suffices to show that 

But 

But for 

D(u) = e2pn(u) n (1 - e-2r(a))m* 
No@,+ 

6 e2Pa(a) for aEcl(A+). 

a, E cl(A + ), ezPQ(a,) = exp 
( 

i 2tip,(Xi) 
i=l > 

=exp i 2t,p(H,) 
( ,=I > 

d C exp f: 2 log cash t,p(H,) 
,=l > 

= CeKzP(lc(u,)). 

Thus 

D(u,) eKzBh(lc(u,)) Q Ce- 2’““+p’(~(u,)) (n cash fi) -2h 

hC(ycoshr,)~2h, ’ 

since ep2(h+P)(lc(u,)) < 1 for a, E cl(A + ) by (3.17). Now 

J(r,h)6C~A+(~coshri)-2h(l+~logcosh+Az, 
i I 

cash ti) P2h( 1 + log cash ti)’ dzi. 
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But 

s 
O” (cash t) -2”( 1 + log cash t)’ dt 

0 

sinh t 
<2’+coth(l)lm (cash t)-2h(l +logcosh t)rcDshdt 

1 

=2’+coth(l)j-m ePZh”(l +x)rdx 
log cash I 

( > 
r+l 

<cc, 1+; . 

Thus J(r, h) < C,(l + l//~)(~+ l)! Q.E.D. 

6. UNIVERSAL COVER OF SU( 1, 1) 

In this section we will illustrate the method of Section 5 when G is the 
universal covering group of SU( 1, 1). Explicit formulas for the matrix coef- 
ficients in this case were obtained by Sally in [6]. 

In this case K = ZO, so that there is a single one-parameter family xh = 
e(’ + ‘)” E B corresponding to holomorphic discrete series for h > 0. The 
K-finite holomorphic sections of V,, + G/K are the finite linear com- 
binations of the 

f/w: IT-, ik)"Xklk)Y m = 0, 1, 2 ,.... (6.1) 

As in (5.4) we write ZO,= (zO: 8 E R}, where q(ze) = 
[?r p-?0,2] ESU(I, 1). Then for any gEG, C(z;‘g)=e-“r(g) and 
rc(z;1g)=zg’IC(g), so 

fh.m(z~'g)=eime~h(z~)fh,m(g). (6.2) 

Thus f,,m is a weight vector of weight (1 + h)v - ma, for the left action of 
K=ZO,, where {r~}=@(p+). 

For fixed n, m > 0 we will compute $,,(a) = (L(a)f,,,, fh,m), a E cl(A + ). 
Using (6.1), (6.2) and the integration formulas of Section 4, 

4h(~)=[~,,S,+ i(~~‘z~~,)~h(~-‘z~~~)-‘e-“~~h(z~) 
K 

xib4’%(~J1~(~,)d~, dze. (6.3) 
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Write A + = {a,: t > 0} where 

da,) = 
cash t sinh t 
sinh t cash t 1 ESU(1, 1). 

LEMMA 6.4. For y 3 0 

q5,,(ay) = (cash y))@+‘) 
s 

m(tanh t)“(cosh t)-2(h+1)(e2r-e-2’) Z,(a,, a,) dt 
0 

where 

e’etanht-tanhy “(l-e’Btanhytanht)-‘h+l)d~. 
1 - eie tanh y tanh t 1 

Proof: As in example (2.2), if q(g) = (: ;) E SU( 1, l), c(g) = [z -‘%‘I 
and r?(g) = [;;-I 8 1. We will identify p + with C and write l(g) = XV’. 
Since v = -a/2 is the negative of the fundamental highest weight we have 
e”(K(g)) = u. It follows that ((a,)” = (tanh t)“, ~~(a,)-’ = (cash t)-@+I), 
and xh(ze) = e-‘(h+1)e’2. Recall that o(u) = nreG; 1 e’(u) - e-‘(u) IQ, so 
that in the present case, D(u,) = 1 e2’- e-2’1. 

Now q(c’z,u,) -ie,2 s,nh y CYOSh t an; u ~,;I, where x = eioJ2 cash Y sinh t - 

;(a,~z,o,) = xu-’ - 
is’2 cash y cash t - eie12 sinh y sinh t. Thus 

- (eie tanh t - tanh y)( 1 - eis tanh y tanh t)-’ and 
eY(K(uylzBu,)) = u = e-“” cash y cash t( 1 - eie tanh y tanh t). Now 
the lifting rc(u-‘z,u,) 
ei(h+ “6/2(,,,h ,)-d+ 1) 

must satisfy eC@+ ‘)“(rc(u-‘z,a,)) = 
(cosht))‘h+l)(l+eiBtanh ytanht)-h+l), (’ where 

the last term is defined by taking the principal branch of the logarithm 
since Re (1 - eie tanh y tanh t) > 0. Q.E.D. 

Using the change of variables s = eie we can rewrite 

s-(~+‘%(s, uy, a,) B,(s, a,, a,) ds (6.5) 

where 

s tanh t - tanh y H 
&, uy> a,) = 1--stanh ytanht > 

and 

B,(s, u,, a,) = (1 -s tanh y tanh t)-@+ I). 
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For fixed y, t 2 0,O < tanh y tanh t < 1 so that b and B, are holomorphic 
for s in the neighborhood of IsI < 1 given by IsI < l/tanh y tanh t. For any 
r 2 0, (N+W) (0, aY, a,) is a polynomial in tanh y and tanh t and 
(PB,/cW)(O, a,, a,) = (h + 1) ... (h + r)(tanh y tanh t)‘. Thus I,,(a,, a,) = 
Residue,=,{sP(“+ “(bB,)(s)} = (l/rr~!)(8~/8P)(b. Bh)(0) is a polynomial 
in h, tanh y and tanh t. We have proved the following version of 
Theorem 5.1. 

THEOREM 6.6. For y 2 0, 

&(a,)=(coshy)-‘h+l) I 0a (cash t)- 2(h+1’(e2’-e-2’)p(h, tanh y, tanh t) dt 

where p(h, tanh y, tanh t) = (tanh t)” I,(a,, a,) is a polynomial in h, tanh y, 
and tanh t. 

7. WAVE PACKETS 

Let f,,, f i, h > 0 be one-parameter families of K-finite sections of the bun- 
dles V, --+ G/K as in (3.6), #h the corresponding one-parameter family of 
matrix coefficients given by dh(x) = (L(x) fh, f L), x E G. Then each 
d,, E ‘V(G/Z, c,,) for an appropriate ch E Z. In this section we will show 
how to form “wave packets” of the #h which are in the space of global cusp 
forms, O%?(G). 

Write R + for the open interval (0, co ). Given c1 E Cm(R + ) and r, s 2 0, 
k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., we define 

II~Il,,s,,=~uP(1+~Y I+- 
h>O 

( ir ~-$a~~)~. (7.la) 

Then we set 

%‘(R+)={ozEC~(R+): IIaII,,,<ooforallr,s~O, 

k = 0, 1, 2,...} (7.lb) 

Corresponding to a one-parameter family bh of matrix coefficients we 
define wave packets 4, by 

d&) = I,” 4h) dhtX) 4 XEG, ae%(R+). (7.2) 
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THEOREM 1.3. (a) The integral defining d,(x) is absolutely convergent for 
any a E %(R + ), uniformly for x E G. 

(b) 4, E%‘(G) and a-+q5, is a continuous mapping of V(R+) into 
w(G); i.e. given r 3 0, D,, D, E e(g), there is a continuous seminorm p on 
U( R + ) so that for all a E %( R + ), 

sup z- ’ (x)(1 + G(x))’ I d,(Dl: x; D,) I <p(a). 
x E G 

(cl 4, E ‘WG). 

The proof of the theorem will be given as a series of lemmas. 

LEMMA 7.4. For all aE%?(R+), sr a(h) rjh(x) dh converges absolutely, 
untformly for x E G. 

Proof Let U, be a one-parameter family of K-invariant spaces contain- 
ing both fh and fi, (z,, W) the corresponding abstract K-modules. Let w, 
w’ E W correspond to fh and f k, respectively. As in (3.1 l), we write, for 
kEK and XEG, fh(kx)=zi (TJk-l) w, w:) fh,i(x) and fl(kx)= 
zi (T,,(k-‘)w’,w*) fh,i(x). Then if we write XEG as x=k,ak,, k,, k, EK, 
a E cl(A + ), 

ddkl&)=/G,K <fh(k;‘a-‘y), fL(k, Y)> dy 

X 
I 

<fA,j(aal~), fhJy)) dy. G,K 

Thus I 4h(klak2) I G C Ci,j I4,,i,j(a) I where 

C=max sup I (Th(k2)w, wf>l I (Th(k;l)w’, wT)l i,.i kl,b E K 

is finite and independent of h since I eh”(k) ( = 1 for all k E K, and q4h,i,, 
denotes the one-parameter family of matrix coefficients corresponding to 
fr,,i and f/z,j. N ow using Corollary 5.2 for each of the dh,i,, we find a con- 
stant C30 and an integer m>O so that I h(klak2) I -S 
C(l +h)m(l + l/h)‘ep”o+h”’ (k(a)). But using (3.13b), (3.17), and (3.18b), 
ee’AO+h”(tc(a))ge~“o(tc(a))<eP(tc(a))< 1 for all aEcl(A+). Thus for all 
XEG, 

Jam Ia( Idh( dhGCjrn Ia( (1 +A)“( 1 +f>‘dh 
0 

d C’ IIallm+2,1,0 
since s; (1 + h)-2 dh < 03. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 7.5. There is a constant C>O so that for all XE G, ore%, 
supk,,kzE [K,q I d,(kl%) I < C Ci,j I4,i,j(x) I where the $ol,i,j are a finite 
collection of wave packets corresponding to one-parameter families of matrix 
coefficients 4h,i, j. 

Proof: As in the proof of Lemma 7.4 we write for k,, k, E [K, K], 
XE G, dh(k,xk,) =Ci,j(7h(kZ) W, w:) (7,,(k;‘)w’, w,?) dh,i,j(X). But for 
k E [K, K], e”‘(k) = 1 so that r,,(k) = z(k) is independent of h. Thus 

= sup C (&)w, w:>(@,‘)w’, w,+> &i,j(x) 
kt,k2 E CKW i, j 

d c 1 I 4lx.i. jtx) 19 

i.i 

where C = maxi, j SUpkl.k2E [K.K] 1 (7(kZ)w, w:)(r(k;‘)w’, w,V I. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 7.6. For each nonnegative integer r there is a constant C, > 0 so 
that for all x E G and CI E %?(R + ), 

sup2 (1 + (%IZZ)Y I $&I-=2) I 
ilJ2E K 

GC, Cmax 
i. i 

T& (a(h) dh,i,j(X)) / dk Sa I a(h) bh,i,j(X) I dh} 
0 

where the dh,i,j are a finite collection of one-parameter families of matrix 
coefficients. 

Proof. We use the notation from the proof of Lemma 7.4. The one- 
parameter families fh, j can be chosen to be weight vectors so that for each j 
there is an integer nj so that if z, = exp( tH) E ZO,, fh, j(z; ‘x) = eich + “/“f,, j(x) 
for all XEG. Write zi =exp(t,H), i= 1, 2. Then c?(z,z,) = 1 t, + t, 1 and 

#,(z,xz,,=~ (WY w?>(w’, $9 f G,K (fh,itzT ‘Xp’Yh fh,j(Zl Y) > 4 
i. i 

= 1 ( w, w* ) (w’, wi* ) e’@ + nc)‘2e -‘W + nJ)“qSh,i, j(x). 
i, i 

580/73./l-3 
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Thus 1 #Jz, xzq) 1 d C xi,, 11~ a(h) eihcr’ + ‘2)qSh,i,j(x) dh I. Now for t = 
t, + t2 # 0, and any integer r 3 0, 

Thusfor Jtlal, 

But for ItI d 1, (1 + ItI)’ Ida(z~XZ2)l < 2’CCi,i JF Ia(h)4,,,j(~)I dh. Thus 
the conditions of the lemma are satisfied by C, = 2’C. Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 7.7. For any r 2 0 there is a continuous seminorm p on +?(R + ) so 
that 

sup E--‘(x)(f + 5(x))’ I (&(x) I d l*(a) for all ME%?. 
rtG 

Proof: Write XEG as k,z,az,k,, where k,, k, E [K, K], z,, z2 EZ:, 
and a~cl(A+). Then by (4.2c), 

Z-‘(x)(1 +a(~))~ Id,(x)/ =Z-‘(a)(1 +d(z,az,))‘Iq5,(k,z,az,k,)l. 

BY Lemma 7.5, ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I4,W, l Z az,b)l 6 CCi,j I dz,i,,(ZlaZ*)I, 
where we assume thef,,i are weight vectors. 

Now by (4.2b) and (4.2d), d(z,az,) = d(z,z,a) < 3(d(zZz1) + o(a)). Thus 
(1 + 8(z, a~~))~ < C,( 1 + a(z,z,))‘( 1 + ~(a))~, where we write C, generically 
for any constant depending on r. We may as well assume that r is an 
integer. Using Lemma 7.6, 

d C, max & (a(h) $h,i,j(X)) 1 dhv fm I ~(h)4,,i,~(x) I d’}. 
0 
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Thus it suffices to show that for any r > 0, any nonnegative integer S, and 
any one-parameter family tih of K-finite matrix coefficients, there is a 
continuous seminorm p so that 

for all c( E W(R + ), or equivalently, that for any two integers p, q > 0, there is 
p so that 

SUP 
occl(A+) 

E-‘(a)( 1 + o))l s(p 1 LX(P)(h) #J’(u) 1 dh < p(c(). 

But, using Corollary 5.2, 

sup 
uccl(A+) 

E-‘(a)( 1 + o(u)y jom 1 a(P)(h) 1 1 c$p’(u) ( dh 

< sup cyz-l (a) e-j.O(rc(u))(l + o(u))r+4 
oecl(A+) 

X flq+‘)e-h”(rc(u)) ILX’~‘(~)[ dh. 

BY (4.4), Z-‘(u) Q ePa(u) for all UE cl(A ‘) so that as in Corollary 5.2, 
e-“O(K(u)) E-yu) 6 ce-‘;.O+P’ (rc(u)) < C. Further, for all h > 0, 

But 

sup(coshs))“(l +s)‘+~ 
520 

s cr,, sup (cash S) -“( 1 + log cash s)‘+q 
S>O 
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Thus 

sup 
(I E cl(A + ) 

E-‘(a)( 1 + a(a))r Jo= (r+)(h) 1 1 qqqa) 1 dh 

dC,,, m(l+h)” I 

/(2y+r+ 1) 

1 @j(h) 1 dh 
0 

G cr., II a II m+2,/(2y+r+ l),p 

which gives a continuous seminorm on %?( R + ). Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 7.8. Let D I% and let f,, be a one-parameter family of 
K-finite sections. Then there are a finite collection of one-parameter families 
of K-finite sections fh,i and polynomials pi of degree bounded by deg D, so 
that nh(D) fh = Ci pi(h) fh,i. 

Proof: It suffices to prove the lemma when D = XE g. Write fh(g) = 
Xh( g) -’ F( gK), where F: G/K -+ V is a V-valued polynomial. Now for each 
fixed h > 0, rc,JX) fh is a K-finite holomorphic section of V, -+ G/K, so it is 
of the form n,(X) fh(g) = Xh(g)-’ Ff(gK), where Ff: G/K+ V is a 
V-valued polynomial with coefficients depending on h, i.e., Ff(gK) = 
C,,b c,Jh) FJgK), where the F,,,: G/K -+ V are monomials defined in 
(3Sa). 

But differentiating directly, 

Xh(W f/I(g) =; _ f&H -tW g) 
I-O 

=- i ,=0 xh(ev( -W g)-’ FW) 

F(exp( - tX) gK). 

Now 

dw( -tW g) = dexp( -tW exp(i(s))) K(g) 

and I,, = x0 @ ehv so that 
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Thus 

+hd 
dt t-0 

e-WP( -tW exp(Ug))) FM) 

is a linear function of h. Thus the coefficients cJh) of Ff are linear 
functions of h, and since for each h, c,,Jh) = 0 for all but finitely many 
pairs (n, b), there are only finitely many that are not identically zero. 
Thus the collection &J g) = X,,(g)) ’ FJgK) satisfies xh(X) f,, = 

Cn,b cn,dh) f/v+ Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 7.9. Given r 2 0, D,, D, E e(g), there is a continuous seminorm 
p on V(R+ ) so that for all LX E %(R+ ), 

sup Y =-‘(x)(1 +G)Y IA(D,;x;&)I <Au). 
XE G 

Proof. Let D, , D, E 92(g). Then since the integral converges abso- 
lutely, uniformly for XE G, d,(Dl: x; D2) = f? a(h) dh(D1;x; D,) dh 
where h(&;x; 4) = <Mb) G(X) ~~(D2)fh9 fiJ = (Q(X) d&)fh9 
nJD,)* f k). Using Lemma 7.8 we write xh(D2) f,, = xi p,(h) fh,i and 
x,(D,)* f A = cjgj(h) f i, j, where the fh,i, f j,, j are one-parameter families of 
K-finite sections and the pi, qj are polynomials. Then tih(D1; x, D2) = 
Ci,j Pi(h) qj(h) dh,i,j(X)v where #h.;,j(X) = <Ux)f/z,i, f A.j>. Thus 

I dx(D~: Xi Dz) I 6 1 i.i jom pi(h) q,(h) a(h) dh,i,j(X) dh . 
But since pi, qj are polynomials, aii = pigj~ E %(R+ ). Using Lemma 7.7 
there are continuous seminorms PI) on %(R+) so that 
s”p,eG E-‘(X)(l+ a(X))r I d,(D ,;x; D2)l < Ci,jpLii(aU) for all UEV(R+). 
But CL H clii is a continuous map of W(R+) into itself so there are con- 
tinuous seminorms vij so that pLii(uii) < vii(~) for all tl E %?(R +). Thus we can 
take,u=CvV. Q.E.D. 

We now show that 4, E ‘V(G). Because of Lemma 4.8 and 
Theorem 7.3(b), it suffices to show that (q5& E ‘%(G/Z, 0 for all [EZ. 
Recall that Z = Z, n ZO, = { z0 : 13 E 2772). Write z(n) = zZnn, n E Z. Let ch = 
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e-(ia+h”)lZ. Then {,, =[h+dn for all neZ and Z= {in: O<hbd}, where 
v(H) = i/d. Note 

&Jz(n)) = &(z(n)) e-“inh2’d, ~ER,~EZ; (7.10) 

dhtXZtn)) = t-htztn)) #htX), x~G,neZ,h>O. (7.11) 

LEMMA 7.12. For O<h<d and any XEG, (4,)C”(X) = 
4C’~oa(h+d44h+dn (x). The sum converges absolutely, uniformly for x E G 
andO<h<d. 

Proof: The statement about convergence of the sum is proved using the 
estimate 14,,(x) I< C( 1 + h)“( 1 + l/h)’ of (7.4) and the definition of V(R + ). 

The equality is the Poisson summation formula for 

FEL,(R)~C”(R) and for any nEZ, using (7.10) and (7.11), 

4 -xn2/d) = p a(h) 4,,(x) eainh2jd dh 

= 5oMn)) fom a(h) 4h(xz(n)) dh 
= 50Mn)) 4&z(n)). 

Define H(h) = d c; ~ m F(h + 4). Then HE Cm(R/dZ) and Z?(n) = 
fi(nn2/d) for all n E Z so that for 0 < h < d, 

H(h) = f fi( -zn2/d) eCninh21d 
n= -m 

= f datxztn)) chtztn)) = (#z)ihtx). 

n= -cc 
Q.E.D. 

LEMMA 7.13. $, E ‘U(G). 

Prooj Since 4, Ed we know that (bJr EV(G/Z, i) for all (~2. It 
remains to show tht (d,);(x) = 0 for every x E G and proper parabolic sub- 
group P of G. Write 5 = <h, O< h<d, and P=MAN. Then using 
Lemma 7.12, 

(b,),‘,(x) = fN (4,)&n) dn 

=djy f a(h+dm)fj,+,(xn)dn. 
??Z=O 
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But the sum converges absolutely, so that we can integrate term by term, 
and for all m 2 0, j,,, q5,,+ dm(xn) dn = 0 since 4h+d,,, E ‘%‘(G/Z, lh) by 
Corollary 5.7 of [4]. Q.E.D. 
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